Pioneering control and choke valves for optimum performance in extreme conditions and challenging severe service applications. Valves up to 42” bore designed and manufactured in the UK and India.

Advanced technical advisory services to improve control valve performance through intelligence-led valve management, repair, failure analysis, custom design and inventory management. Home to the Brighouse Valve Innovation Centre.

Design, development and manufacture of small bore subsea valves from dedicated facilities in the UK. Creative engineering to help solve operators’ design challenges.

Quarter and multi-turn isolation valve stock and supply, underpinned by in-depth technical knowledge and robust procedures for assured quality and dependability.

Specialist valve support including maintenance, engineering solutions and valve supply. Strategically located to serve the North Rumaila Oilfield.

Technical specialists in control and isolation butterfly valve design and manufacture. Range includes large diameter, HPHT valves in exotic materials for severe service applications.

Subsea innovation and multi-discipline engineering including innovative HPHT down-hole technologies for harsh environments.

Advanced technical advisory services to improve control valve performance through intelligence-led valve management, repair, failure analysis, custom design and inventory management. Home to the Brighouse Valve Innovation Centre.